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Abstract
We address the specification and the formal analysis of
systems involving multiple facets. This leads to heteroge-
neous specifications that cover the different facets of these
systems. A method, multifacet specification and analysis, is
proposed to master the heterogeneity of systems by consid-
ering an abstract reference model that is refered to as a
semantic reference for the specific models which are built
from the reference one. Experiments achieved with Mobile
Ad-hoc Network system and the obtained results are pre-
sented.
1. Introduction
We address the specification and the formal analy-
sis of systems involving multiple facets. This leads to het-
erogeneous specifications that cover the different facets of
these systems. A facet of a system is viewed, either ac-
cording to its specification or according to its analysis.
Data abstraction or communication with the environ-
ment are examples of facets of a system. Correctness
with respect to specific properties, behavioural proper-
ties, time-constraints, are other examples of facets re-
lated to the analysis of a system. Therefore multifacet
refers to the various features that appear in a system. Ac-
cordingly, the data facet and the related properties, the con-
trol facet and the related facets, nonfunctional facets,
etc may be studied separately and with appropriate for-
mal models (or formal specifications) and tools. Hence
the specification heterogeneity that leads to difficult is-
sue with respect to formal analysis and mechanization.
Motivation. Our motivation is to avoid the impasse of an
à posteriori heterogeneous formal analysis of a system by
ensuring the consistency of the various parts of the system
during their construction.
In the practice, in order to capture the various facets that
appear in a system requirement (or a problem statement),
one solution is to use the appropriate languages, techniques
and tools for the identified parts of the global system. The
different specifications related to the various languages be-
ing integrated to model the global system; hence an hetero-
geneous specification of the system.
As far as the formal analysis of the global system
is concerned, the various parts may be separately anal-
ysed according to the properties expressed on them; it
is also possible either to translate the various specifi-
cations into a logical reasoning framework or to trans-
late them into the input language of a general purpose tool
where the properties are expressed and analysed. These ap-
proaches are not efficient. The use of several languages,
techniques and tools often leads to difficulties in for-
mal analysis of the global system. The techniques and
tools used for formal analysis require specific input for-
mal models expressed with particular languages. The
global system may be inconsistent if there is no in-
surance that the models used for each specific analy-
sis are consistent (or even equivalent). On the other hand,
translating independent specifications into the input lan-
guage of a general purpose tools is not always possible
(there may be some incompatibilities); when the transla-
tion is possible it should be established that the semantics
are preserved; however there may be loss of informa-
tion. Therefore covering the different aspects of a system
with various languages and analysis techniques is a chal-
lenging concern.
Contribution. The approach that we propose to fight the
heterogeneity concern is to perform multifacet specification
and analysis of a system by considering an abstract refer-
ence model that is refered to as a semantic reference for the
specific models which are built from the reference one and
which are dedicated to the different facets or to the subsys-
tems to be analysed.
A specific formal model is the one that focuses on par-
ticular features of a system instead of embrassing the global
features of the system at hand. A specific model may be
well suited for a given subsystem. The reference model on
the other hand sets the common requirements, the common
constraints and the global properties of the system at hand.
We show in this work how one can build specific mod-
els from a global one, how to reason on the global system,
how to maintain the consistency of the global system with
respect to the modifications on the specific models. That
leads to mastering the system heterogeneity.
We illustrate the proposals with an example of multifacet
specification using Event B [2, 4] as practical framework
and combining theorem-proving and model-checking tools
for the multifacet analysis.
The article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
present the problems raised by heterogeneous specifica-
tions and motivate the multifacet approach. In Section 3, we
present the multifacet specification and analysis approach.
Section 4 deals with the illustration of the approach on the
MANET case study. We conclude the article with the Sec-
tion 5 where we give some perspectives of the current work.
2. Specification Integration and Limitations
2.1. Integration of Heterogeneous Specifications
The heterogeneous specifications context is as fol-
lows. Well-suited specification languages are used to
express parts of a global system; more specifically, re-
garding property analysis perspective, the input languages
of analysis tools are selected to express the specifica-
tion of parts of the global system.
Reasoning on the system is considered from two points
of view. First, reasoning is performed by expressing and
proving properties on the various specifications. This ap-
proach is definitely insufficient since one cannot deduce the
properties of the global system from the properties proved
on subsystems. This is due to the fact that the specification
of the parts are not semantically linked and they may use
different logics.
Second, a more widely used approach is to prove prop-
erties using a dedicated environment after the translation of
the specifications into the input format of this environment.
But we still cannot connect the different parts previously
specified and analysed in an independent way.
The translation of specifications is one of the main so-
lutions used for heterogeneous specifications and their inte-
gration; it is based on embedding techniques [9]. A transla-
tion may be viewed at high level where the semantics is pre-
served at the language level (the source language of a spec-
ification is linked with the target language); it may also be
viewed at specification level where only the given specifi-
cation is translated into an equivalent specification.
Therefore, the translation from one formal model to an-
other one results in relating equivalent concepts of both
models. This implies that we have a compatibility between
the considered formal models.
Definition 1 (Model Compatibility) A model M1 and a
model M2 are compatible if they are built on the same se-
mantic basis1.
2.1.1. Basis of Translation The main concepts or units in-
volved in the translation between models are:
• Data-oriented concepts: type, variable, term or expres-
sion, formula, predicate, relation;
• Behaviour-oriented concepts: action, behaviour, pro-
cess, communication, synchrony and asynchrony, pro-
cess composition, sequencing or prefixing, choice
of behaviour, interleaving, parallelism and non-
determinism;
• Transversal concepts: they are module and time. Sub-
system (or component) is a coarse grain of module, it
embodies data or processes.
When translating specifications, a matching between the
concepts is considered and the translation may be straight-
forward if the semantics of the considered specifications are
very close.
2.1.2. Lessons from Concepts Translation According to
the formal specification of process behaviours, going from
an asynchrony context to a synchrony context is manage-
able. For example, to deal with synchrony hypothesis going
from asynchronous formal models based on finite state ma-
chines, epsilon-transitions are added to the states in order to
enable synchronous evolution with the other process states.
Unlikely, it is not the case when going from synchronous
context to an asynchronous one; hence there is incompati-
bility when dealing with such heterogeneous specifications.
Reducing the complexity of infinite state space (infinite
system) is manageable by considering data abstraction and
system/process behaviour abstraction. Data abstraction may
reach information and property loss.
2.2. Formal Analysis
The standard way to perform formal analysis of a sys-
tem S which has desired properties P , is to build a math-
ematical model M of S and then to ensure that M has the
properties P (that is M  P ).
Regarding discrete event systems for example, there are
several specification methods: state machines, Petri nets, ac-
tion systems, Event B, etc. Consider the specification and
the analysis of a given system with one of these meth-
ods; according to the selected method and its related tools,
some properties (Ps ) may be expressed and analysed and
other properties may not. In all the cases we shall estab-
lish: M  Ps . However, it will remain to discuss M  P .
1 For instance a logic, a finite state model, etc
2.3. Limitations of Formal Analysis
The analysis of various properties on a given system in
a heterogeneous context results in building the models Mi ,
the properties Pi and then establishing:
M1  P1 M2  P2 M3  P3 · · ·
But nothing can be said about the global system and the
relationship between the Mi models. Accordingly a solu-
tion might be the translation of the Mi as described previ-
ously and the translation of the properties Pi . But, the main
problem (known as the transfer problem) is that in a gen-
eral setting, a logical property cannot always be transfered
from a logical system to another one. In the current case,
a given specific model (Mi ) and its related properties (Pi )
in the selected framework, act as a logical system. Conse-
quently there are limitations on the formal analysis of the
global system made of the combination of (Mi ,Pi ).
2.4. Solutions to the Analysis
A solution to the previous limitations related to formal
reasoning is to examine thoroughly the relationship between
the Mi models and then to conclude under which hypothe-
sis the analysed properties hold for the global system.
From the practical point of view, it is not generally fea-
sible to compare formal models. But in cases such as the
use of automata (finite state machines), one can establish
the equivalence of automata2, or the bissimulation[17, 19]
between processes in the case of process models. In gen-
eral, one has to find the hypothesis for deciding if two or
more models with their properties have some commonali-
ties. The question of compatibility between models is raised
again. When the models are compatible, one can embed
them within a semantics basis and study step by step the
range of solutions for shared properties. Whatever the case,
in a general setting, the transfer problem will be the last lim-
itation of this approach: it is not practically tractable to com-
pare models and to relate their properties.
For all these reasons, combining specifications after-
wards is not a good practice with respect to the analysis of
multifacet systems. This motivates our proposal of the mul-
tifacet analysis as a solution which is more practical and ef-
ficient: it consists to derive specific models from an abstract
reference model. The main idea is to build models which
are à priori consistent by construction, instead of trying à
posteriori to build a relation between the independent mod-
els.
3. The Multifacet Approach
We have introduced in [6] an approach to analyse a sys-
tem using an unique formal model as a reference to specific
2 with preorders, simulations for example
analysis techniques whose input formats can be different.
3.1. Overview of the Approach
Our proposal to specify and analyse a given system con-
sists (see Fig. 1):
1. to build an abstract formal model from the system at
hand and to state the desired global properties accord-
ing to this formal model; it is the reference model;
2. to systematically derive or translate from this abstract
model, other formal models which are specific to vari-
ous analysis techniques;
3. to perform analysis (verification of properties) with
the specific models or with their extensions, by adding
specific properties to the global ones;
4. to ensure the consistency between the reference model
and the specific ones by propagating the feedback from
the specific models study on the reference model and
by updating consequently the other specific models.
Then, the analysis of each facet via a specific model
participates in the global system analysis.
Regarding a development process, one of the specific
models may be well-suited to code generation; the other
ones have being used for instance to simulate the intended
system, to analyse correctness properties, etc.
For example, in a given development project a Petri net
[18] may be used to simulate the system, perform reachabil-
ity analysis whereas a B model [4] may be used to perform
successive refinement to code.
The reference model may be an abstract mathematical
model, in FOL for instance, or a model expressed with an
ad-hoc specification language. The latter solution seems re-
strictive according to the syntax and semantics of the cho-
sen language; however unlike with the abstract mathemat-
ical model, the restrictions may make it easy the construc-
tion of efficient specific models.
Proposition 1 (Model Derivation) It is necessary to de-
rive specific models from a reference basic model to en-
sure the consistency of multifacet analysis.
The specific models may be or not homomorphic to the
reference model; but it should be possible to modify the ref-
erence model to take into account the feedback from the
specific models (see Fig. 1).
3.2. Building the Reference Model: Principle
The main feature of the reference model is that it con-
stitutes a global abstraction of the system at hand inde-
pendently from any analysis technique or tool. Therefore
it should be built at an appropriate abstraction level that
Figure 1. Schematic principle of multifacet analysis
permits the expression of the system global properties. De-
pending on the system nature, one might use either a first or-
der logic and state invariant properties, temporal properties,
etc; or a state space graph and express accessibility proper-
ties, etc. At least, to get a global model ready to allow facets
derivation and verifications, one needs a data part and a dy-
namic or behavioural part in the high level abstract model.
These parts may be extended later during the specification.
As far as the specific models are concerned, on the one
hand their derivation depends on the targeted tools and their
related input languages and on the other hand it depends on
the compatibility between the reference model and the spe-
cific ones with respect to the tradeoffs to preserve proper-
ties.
When deriving a specific model from the reference one,
information may be lost, added or remained the same. Ac-
cordingly, in order to conduct the analysis with a consis-
tent specific model, we should know which global proper-
ties may be preserved and which one may be lost. For ex-
ample it is often the case, to reduce the space of values of a
system in order to use graph exploration techniques (model-
checking tools); this is generally done to reduce infinite sys-
tems into finite ones in order to use the analysis tools asso-
ciated to the latter.
However the tradeoffs made here are that getting an
error-free reduced system after its analysis, does not mean
that the initial system is correct; but when errors are de-
tected on the reduced system, it is sure that the initial sys-
tem is also incorrect and then it should be corrected.
3.3. Specific Models and Property Analysis
The specific models are built by translation, by reduc-
tion, by extension from the reference model.
As far as the translation is concerned, generally, one
should preserve the semantics of the translated model and
its global properties. Bissimulation techniques [17, 19] may
be used to establish the desired semantic and property
preservation.
When one reduces the data part of a model during the re-
duction process, the properties of the model cannot always
be transfered to the model resulting from the reduction. For
instance only the dynamic part of a system is checked when
the analysis is performed on a system where the data part
is completely abstracted (that is the reduction of a data-
parameterized system to a system without data).
When the reference model is extended (to cover other
facets) during the derivation process to obtain a more ex-
pressive specific model, the interpretation of the properties
of the specific model needs some care; the properties es-
tablished on the specific model are transfered to the refer-
ence model but properties not established (not proved) on
the specific model are not necessarily preserved for the ref-
erence model; it may be the case of local properties which
are meaningful for the specific model but not for the refer-
ence one. Accordingly it is important to distinguish between
local properties and global ones. Therefore local properties
may be considered as complementary properties and inter-
preted regarding the specific models.
The same derivation process (translation, reduction or
extension) holds for the properties (P ′) expressed with re-
spect to specific models; either they are the translation of
the global properties (P ) of the reference model, or they are
tightly related to the specific models, or they are extended
form of the reference model properties. Note that in the two
last cases, the properties are more constraining than the ini-
tial ones.
Consequently, according to the relation between a refer-
ence model (M ) and the specific ones (M ′), one can inter-
pret the performed analysis. This is summarised by laws of
the following form:
Let Rmd stands for the:
• either Rmt (M ,M ′):translation/adaptation of the ref-
erence model,
Translation transfer of unproved properties from M’ to M
transfer of proved properties from M’ to M
Reduction transfer of unproved properties from M’ to M
Extension transfer of proved properties from M’ to M
Table 1. Analysis interpretation laws
• or Rmr (M ,M
′): Reduction of the reference model,
• or Rme(M ,M
′): Extension of the reference model.
Let Rpd be the :
• Explicitation (translation, reduction, extension) of the
relationship between P and P ′:
M  P Rmd(M ,M
′) M ′  P ′ Rpd(P ,P
′)
M (orNot) P
′
In the case of reduction, the properties which are not
proved on the reduced model are also not proved for the
reference model. In the case of extension, the properties
proved on the extended models are also proved for the refer-
ence model; the impact of the laws on the analysis of prop-
erties is summarised in the table Tab. 1
Properties of Heterogeneous Specification The heteroge-
neous aspect in a system may appears through its proper-
ties. Some properties may be well expressed and analysed
with a particular method rather than another one. There-
fore, increasing a reference model with specific properties
expressed in another formalism is a typical case of deriva-
tion that leads to multifacet analysis since the added prop-
erties will require appropriate analysis tools.
Our approach of multifacet analysis is suited for cov-
ering the specification of the various facets of a system
with dedicated languages and their analysis with appropri-
ate tools. It is also suited for combining reasoning tools
in the same development or analysis project. More specif-
ically, multifacet analysis favours the combined use of
theorem-proving and model-checking tools to analyse sys-
tem properties.
In the following we consider an illustrative case where
both reasoning techniques (theorem-proving and model-
checking) are useful. We will build from an abstract model,
a specific one which is the extension of the former by prop-
erties which are written in another language.
4. MANET Specification and Analysis
The study of MANET (Mobile Ad-hoc Network)[12] is
an active and challenging field as this type of network is
more and more growing and supporting small and medium
size applications such as mobile services sharing, wireless
peer-to-peer systems, etc.
We build a reference model with Event B abstract sys-
tem. We derive a specific model from the latter by extend-
ing it with temporal (LTL) properties. The overall system is
analysed with two different tools B4free3 and ProB4[15].
We chose the field of MANET for this study because it is
a challenging field in the frontier of computer networks and
software engineering. Especially, communication protocols,
which are specific software systems, should be correct to
ensure the (quality of) services deployed on networks.
From the software system point of view, the nature
and properties of MANET (dynamicity, mobility, correct-
ness, etc) need a multifacet specification and the combined
use of various reasoning tools. Indeed handling dynamic
behaviour of processes and their architecture is not well
treated with standard approaches such as Finite State Ma-
chine ones; but event-based approaches provide solutions.
Moreover, the properties related to MANET may be ex-
pressed with temporal logic based formalisms. Accordingly
we combine in our study an event-based approach and a
model-checking approach which permits the expression of
temporal properties.
We present in the following the main features of
MANET, the tools used to handle our study and the per-
formed property analysis.
4.1. Overview of Mobile Ad-hoc Network
A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) [12] is a network
formed by wireless mobile nodes (called ad-hoc nodes)
which are the users equipments or devices. A MANET has
no dedicated network infrastructure, but each node serves
as a part of the network and acts as a router to forward mes-
sages or packets since there is no router dedicated to that
task.
A mobile ad-hoc network is formed only when a group
of users put together their resources to enable and perform
communications; hence a mobile ad-hoc network is dynam-
ically created and may also desappears quickly.
In a MANET, the nodes communicate either by exchang-
ing directly or via intermediate nodes. Technically they use
ISM band5 and more generally Wireless Lan technologies.
Each node is equipped with one or more radio interfaces
with specific transmission features. The transmission range
of a node is the transmission area accessible from this node.
All the nodes in this range are accessible directly (one hop);
3 B4free is one of the tool dedicated to Event B: www.B4free.fr
4 ProB www.stups.uni-duesseldorf.de/ProB/, is a
public domain model-checker for B.
5 they are radio system frequency initially dedicated to industrial, scien-
tific and medical usage.
they are called the neighbours. To address a known node
which is not in its transmission range, the sender node sends
its packet to one of the neighbour nodes which is closer to
the destination node (according to the transmission ranges).
Each node may communicate directly or indirectly using re-
lay nodes (multi-hop), with other nodes that are outside the
sender range. A message or packet sent to a node reaches it
unless the net is partitionned.
Dynamic Aspect. One of the main features of a MANET
is its dynamic aspect: the structure or topology of the net-
work is frequently changing. A node may join or leave the
net at any time, changing the net topology. The structure or
topology of the net is then highly dynamic.
Mobility Aspect. The ad-hoc nodes may move at any
time and very frequently due to their mobile nature; con-
sequently this impacts not only on the net topology but also
on its quality; there may be route changes, information loss,
partitions of the network into different networks, etc. As
far as routing is concerned, in classical infrastructure-based
network, there are one or several nodes called routers that
are in charge of routing packets between nodes. For this pur-
pose the routers and the nodes are equipped with a rout-
ing table where there is the information about how to join
a given destination node or a network identified with an In-
ternet Address (IP Address).
In the scope of MANET, efficient routing protocols de-
velopment is a challenging concern.
Concerning the time, it is assumed to be discrete and di-
vided into frames. A node has a set of neighbour nodes dur-
ing a frame. During a frame a node may be idle, it also
may send messages, receive messages, forward the received
messages.
Before sending a message to a destination, a source node
sn which does not have the destination node address, sends
a route request to get this destination address. The request
travels through the net possibly with multi-hop and reaches
the destination which sends back it address. When the ad-
dress is received by sn the latter can send its message to the
right destination address.
4.2. The Used Tools: Event B and ProB
In this study we chose Event B as a practical framework
for the specification of the MANETs. Prior to the formal
specification itself we provide an overview of the Event B
approach.
4.2.1. Overview of Event B Within the Event B frame-
work, asynchronous systems may be developed and struc-
tured using abstract systems [2, 4]. Abstract systems are the
basic structures of the so-called event-driven B, and they re-
place the abstract machines which are the basic structures
of the earlier operation-driven approach of the B method[1].
An abstract system [2, 4] describes a mathematical model
of a system behaviour6. It is made mainly of a state descrip-
tion (constants, properties, variables and invariant) and sev-
eral event descriptions. Abstract systems are comparable to
Action Systems [8]; they describe a nondeterministic evo-
lution of a system through guarded actions. Dynamic con-
straints can be expressed within abstract systems to spec-
ify various liveness properties [4, 11]. The state of an ab-
stract system is described by variables and constants linked
by an invariant. Variables and constants represent the data
space of the system being formalised. Abstract systems may
be refined like abstract machines [11, 3].
Data of an Abstract System. At a higher level an abstract
system models and contains the data of an entire model, be
it distributed or not. Abstract systems have been used to for-
malise the behaviour of various (including distributed) sys-
tems [2, 10, 11, 3]. Considering a global vision, the data
that are formalised within the abstract system may corre-
spond to all the elements of the distributed system.
Events of an Abstract System. Within B, an event is con-
sidered as the observation of a system transition. Events are
spontaneous and show the way a system evolves. An event
e is modelled as a guarded substitution: e =̂ eG =⇒ eB
where eG is the event guard and eB the event body or ac-
tion.
An event may occur or may be observed only when its guard
holds. The action of an event describes with generalised
substitutions how the system state evolves when this event
occurs. Several events may have their guards held simulta-
neously; in this case, only one of them occurs. The system
makes internally a nondeterministic choice. If no guard is
true the abstract system is blocking (deadlock).
eventName =̂
SELECT
P(gcv)
THEN
GS(gcv)
END
(SELECT Form)
eventName =̂
ANY bv WHERE
P(bv ,gcv)
THEN
GS(bv ,gcv)
END
(ANY Form)
Figure 2. General forms of events
An event has one of the general forms (Fig. 2) where gcv
denotes the global constants and variables of the abstract
system containing the event; bv denotes the bound vari-
ables (variables bound to ANY). P(bv ,gcv) denotes a predi-
cate P expressed with the variables bv and gcv ; in the same
6 A system behaviour is the set of its possible transitions from state to
state beginning from an initial state
way GS(bv ,gcv) is a generalised substitution S which mod-
els the event action using the variables bv and gcv . The SE-
LECT form is a particular case of the ANY form. The guard
of an event with the SELECT form is P(gcv). The guard of
an event with the ANY form is ∃(bv).P(bv ,gcv).
Semantics and Consistency. The semantics of an abstract
system relies on its invariant and is guaranteed by proof
obligations(POs). The consistency of the model is estab-
lished by such proof obligations: i) the initialisation U
should establish the invariant I : [U ]I ;
ii) each event of the given abstract system should preserve
the invariant of the model. The proof obligation of an event
with the ANY form (Fig. 2) is:
I(gcv) ∧ P(bv ,gcv) ∧ term(GS(bv ,gcv)) ⇒ [GS(bv ,gcv)]I(gcv)
where I(gcv) stands for the invariant of the abstract system;
the predicate term(GS(bv ,gcv)) expresses that the event
should terminate. The deadlock-freeness should be estab-
lished for an abstract system: the disjunction of the event
guards should be true. The event-based semantics of an ab-
stract system A is the event traces of A (traces(A)); the
set of finite event sequences generated by the evolution
of A. The B method is supported by the industrial theo-
rem provers Atelier-B [13] and B-Toolkit [7] and also by
B4free.
4.2.2. Overview of ProB The ProB tool [15, 16] is an an-
imator and a model checker for B specifications. It provides
functionalities to display graphical view of automata. It sup-
ports automated consistency checking of B specifications
(an abstract machine or a refinement with its state space, its
initialisation and its operations). The consistency checking
is performed on all the reachable states of the machine. The
ProB also provides a constraint-based checking; with this
approach ProB does not explore the state space from the
initialisation, it checks whether applying one of the opera-
tion can result in an invariant violation independently from
the initialisation.
The ProB offers many functionalities. The main ones are
organised within three categories: Animation, Verification
and Analysis. Several functionalities are provided for each
category but, we just list a few of them which are used in
this article.
The Animation category gathers the following function-
alities:
Random Animation: it starts from an initial state of the ab-
stract machine and then, it selects in a random fashion one
of the enabled operations, it computes the next state accord-
ingly and proceeds the animation from this state with one
of the enabled operations;
View/Reduced Visited States: it displays a minimised graph
of the visited states after an animation;
View/Current State: it displays the current state which is ob-
tained after the animation.
In the Verification category, the following functionalities
are available:
Temporal Model Checking: starting from a set of initialisa-
tion states (initial nodes), it systematically explores the state
space of the current B specification. From a given state (a
node), a transition is built for each enabled operation and
it ends at a computed state which is a new node or an al-
ready existing one. Each state is treated in the same way.
LTL Model Checking: this functionality enables one to check
the specification against a given LTL property.
Constraint Based Checking: it checks for invariant violation
when applying operation independently from initialisation
states.
In the Analysis category we have the following function-
alities:
Compute Coverage: the state space (the nodes) and the tran-
sitions of the current specification are checked, some statis-
tics are given on deadlocked states, live states7, cov-
ered and uncovered operations.
Analyse Invariant: it checks if some parts of the current in-
variant are true or false;
The ProB tool is used in our study to help in proving
consistency (invariant violation) and to check liveness prop-
erties. We express the desired liveness properties with the
ProB dedicated LTL formalism. In the case where the con-
sistency is not completely achieved the ProB tool helps to
discover the faults by providing an explicite state that vio-
lates the invariant. Then the proof process is fast.
4.3. Formal Specification of MANET
In our study, a MANET is viewed as an evolving global
system. Formally, it is a set of nodes with a connection re-
lationship: a configuration. The evolution of the MANET is
viewed as a sequence of configurations; going from a con-
figuration to another is observed as an event and it depends
on the actions performed by the net nodes.
Therefore a formal specification of a MANET is a set of
possible sequence of configuration of the considered nodes.
We describe the configuration by state variables (hence a
state space); the sequence of configurations is modelled
through the enabling of events which possibly modify the
state space.
4.3.1. Event B Specification of MANETs The MANET
is formed from nodes; each node has some features: an iden-
tifier, a location, an IP address, a connection relation that in-
dicates its neighbours, etc.
We have considered two aspects in the Event B specifi-
cation of MANET: the structuring of the networks (the con-
figuration related to the net topology) and the routing in the
7 the already computed states.
Event Description
newRange A new network range appears
joinRange A node joins a range
leaveRange A node leaves a range
newNode A new node appears
newMsg A node initiate a message
Table 2. Network structuring events
networks. Concerning the structuring we deal with the cre-
ation of a network by nodes which have a given range, other
nodes may join or leave this range. Therefore we link the
range of a node with a given abstract network. This net-
work is dynamic, the nodes leave and join it at any time,
new ranges appear, others disappear, etc.
As far as routing is concerned we consider one of the
widely studied routing protocol of MANET: Ad-hoc On de-
mand Distance Vector (AODV) [12].
Therefore a part of our B specification is related to the
structuring and another one deals with the routing.
Specifying the MANET Structure The structuring
of a MANET is achieved using a set of state vari-
ables and an invariant that describes the nodes and their
current configurations (nodes ⊆ NODE , ranges ⊆
RANGE , rangNodes ∈ ranges ↔ nodes , · · ·) ; the evo-
lution depends on a set of events that we have identi-
fied: first the observation of a net creation: newRange;
an existing net may disappear if there is no more con-
nected nodes: rmvRange. The other events considered
for the network structuring are summarised in the ta-
ble Tab. 2;
Accordingly, a node is modelled as a process. A set of
events defines the process behaviour which leads the evolu-
tion of the system. A node process may initiate a message
for a given destination, send a message, receive a message,
forward a message, leave a net (a transmission range). This
behaviour is observed only when a net exists; that means
the net structuring events are related to those needed for the
routing. The combination of the two categories of events
forms an abstract MANET specification which is a refer-
ence model for the specification. It describes a system com-
posed of node processes and abstract MANET networks.
Specifying the AODV routing protocol Within the Ad-
hoc On demand Distant Vector (AODV) protocol, each node
acts as a router, contributes to construct routes and forward
messages to other nodes. There are two phases of the proto-
col: route discovery and route maintenance. Route discov-
ery is achieved by exchanging Route Request (RREQ) and
Route Response (RREP) messages. The algorithm of the
nodes is as follows: when a node desires to set up a route
to a destination node, it broadcasts a RREQ message to its
neighbours (the node in its range). The RREQ/RREP mes-
Event Description
sndRREQ Route Request sending
fwdRREQ Route Request forwarding
rcvRREQ Route Request receiving
sndRREP Route Response sending
fwdRREP Route Response forwarding
rcvRREP Route Response receiving
Table 3. Routing events
sages have the following main parameters: the source node
Id, the destination node Id, the number of hop.
When a node nd receives a RREQ message, i) either nd
is itself a destination and nd responds with a RREP or it is
an active route to the searched destination node then nd re-
sponds with a route information using the RREP message;
ii) otherwise nd broadcasts the RREQ further with the hop
count of RREQ increased by 1. When a node nd receives a
duplicate RREQ, it drops the message. The routing of mes-
sage is symmetric when a node receives a RREP message.
Our Event B specification comprises the events related
to the routing protocol described above. These events are
listed in the table Tab. 3.
The B specification of a MANET, the reference model,
is then an abstract system equipped with these events (see
Fig. 3).
We give in the following the specification of the sndRREQ
event to illustrate the principle. Here, any node (sn)
may send a message (msg) that it has already pre-
pared (msg ∈ reqMsg[{sn}]) to another node in its range
(otherNodesInRange). Message exchanges are mod-
elled using abstract channels (inRepMsg ,repMsg) which
are sets.
sndRREQ =̂ /* route request from sn to dn */
ANY sn,msg WHERE
sn ∈ nodes /* source */
∧ msg ∈ MSG ∧ msg ∈ messages
∧ msg ∈ reqMsg [{sn}] /* a msg initiated by nd */
THEN
LET otherNodesInRange
BE otherNodesInRange = {ndi | ndi ∈ nodes
∧ ndi 6= sn ∧ rangNodes−1(sn) = rangNodes−1(ndi)}
IN inReqMsg :=
inReqMsg ∪ (otherNodesInRange ∗ {msg})
‖ reqMsg := reqMsg − {(sn 7→ msg)}
END
END
4.3.2. Consistency and Refinement of System The first
abstract system is proved consistent (see Sect.4.2.1) using
the B4free tool. Then it is refined; more details are added
to the state space and the event specifications; for instance
we consider the management of the IP addresses for the
nodes and exchanged messages. Unlike in the abstract sys-
SYSTEM MANET
SETS NODE, RANGE, MSG /* abstract sets */
VARIABLES
nodes, ranges, messages, · · · /* state variables*/
INVARIANT
nodes ⊆ NODE
∧ ranges ⊆ RANGE
∧ messages ⊆ MSG
∧ rangNodes ∈ ranges ↔ nodes
∧ · · ·
INITIALISATION
nodes, ranges, messages, rangNodes := ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅
‖ · · ·
EVENTS
newNODE =̂ · · ·
; newRANGE =̂ · · ·
; joinRange =̂ · · ·
; leaveRange =̂ · · ·
; newMsg =̂ · · ·
; sndRREQ =̂ · · ·
; rcvRREQ =̂ · · ·
; fwdRREQ =̂ · · ·
; newRespMsg =̂ · · ·
; sndRREP =̂ · · ·
; rcvRREP =̂ · · ·
END
Figure 3. Structure of the Abstract System
tem where a packet destination is nondeterministically se-
lected, in the refinement the nodes and the messages have
IP addresses, therefore, the receiver node is checked against
the destination IP address. The resulting refined system is
proved correct with respect to consistency using the Event
B tool. However to accomplish the proofs, we combine the
use of B4free and ProB; both tools use the B abstract sys-
tem as a common input formalism; then a multifacet ap-
proach based on this common input and specific tools helps
to prove the specification. That is, when a proof obligation is
not discharged by B4free, we model-check the specification
and discover possible errors by displaying and analysing the
error state. Accordingly the feedback is propagated on the
common input and we iterate. The multifacet analysis ap-
proach also helps here to precise the correct ordering of
the events: the simulation functionalities and the listing of
uncovered operations help to correct the B abstract sys-
tem. This aspect is very important because, an abstract sys-
tem proved correct, may have an incomplete or wrong be-
haviour; for example if we have an event which is never en-
abled. Using the multifacet approach, helps us to get a com-
plete analysis.
The following table shows a ProB experiment re-
sult; one deadlock is detected after the exploration of 31257
nodes and 1168 transitions ; all operations (the B events)
are covered, with the occurrences indicated in the ta-
ble.
NODES
invariant violated : 0
deadlocked : 1
live : 2521
explored transitions : 1168
open : 28735
total : 31257
TOTAL OPERATIONS
44110
COVERED OPERATIONS
initialise machine : 1
newRANGE : 225
rcvRREP : 14
sndRREP : 29
newRespMsg : 300
sndRREQ : 1829
rcvRREQ : 1697
newNODE : 10487
joinRange : 7411
leaveRange : 9721
newMsg : 11042
fwdRREQ : 1354
UNCOVERED OPERATIONS
The state corresponding to the deadlock is carefully anal-
ysed. We discover that it corresponds to a situation where
there are nodes with some packets to be transmitted but no
node in the current net range. This corresponds to a real-
life situation which is due to the dynamic aspect of the
MANET and the mobility of nodes. To confirm our hypoth-
esis a feedback is then propagated on the Event B specifi-
cation. The model is corrected by strengthening the guard
of message initiation by the hypothesis of non-emptiness of
the net range. Thus the analysis of the model runs without
errors8. In the real-life situation, this corresponds to the fact
that after a while the net may be reconstituted with other
nodes.
4.4. Analysis of MANET properties
Many properties of the MANET routing protocol are
well-expressed using LTL formula which is not supported
by the Event B and the B4free tool. We express these live-
ness properties with the LTL formalism of the ProB tool.
Then we extend the Event B abstract system with these LTL
properties, the result is a specific model used to perform the
analysis of the liveness properties viewed as a facet.
Liveness Properties Analysis A part of the proper-
ties that have been expressed and checked with ProB are
listed here. The syntax is the standard one of LTL ex-
cept e(eventName) which expresses the enabling of an
event. The properties (P ′) help to establish the correcte-
ness of our extended formal model (already equipped with
the invariant properties (P ).
8 the experiment result tables, not displayed here, show 0 deadlocked
states for hundreds of explored states and transitions.
P1. After a route request, a response message is initiated:
G(e(sndRREQ) ⇒ F (e(newRespMsg))) false
P2. A response message initiated by a node is finally sent:
G(e(newRespMsg) ⇒ F (e(sndRREP))) true
P3. A route request is always followed by a response:
G(e(sndRREQ) ⇒ F (e(sndRREP))) false
P4. A route request may be followed by a response:
e(sndRREQ) ⇒ F (e(sndRREP)) true
P5. A route request may be finally received:
F (e(sndRREQ) ⇒ X (e(rcvRREQ))) true
Consequently, the extended model (M ′) is checked with
respect to P and P ′. In the current case where the input
specifications are the same, we come to the conclusion that
M ′  P ′ by applying the interpretation laws (see Sect.
3.3). Formally our model of the MANET extended with the
stated properties, is correct with respect to these properties.
5. Conclusion
We have presented an approach to master the specifi-
cation and the analysis of heterogeneous system. The ap-
proach is based on the one hand on the combined use of a
reference abstract model and specific models which are de-
rived from the former in order to preserve the semantics; on
the other hand the approach is based on the combined use
of tools appropriate to various facets of the system being
studied. For scalability, a reference model expressed with a
(typed) FOL and a state/event-based dynamic aspect seems
appropriate. We illustrate the work with an experiment on
the specification and the verification of Mobile Ad-hoc Net-
work (MANET) system which involves various facets such
as network structuring, routing and correctness. In this case
a B model is built and checked as a reference model us-
ing the B4free tool; it is then extended to get a specific
model which is further analysed with ProB. A part of this
work is related to works on the combination and the trans-
lation of specifications [14, 5]. However, in our knowledge
the multifacet approach to deal with heterogeneous specifi-
cation and verification is new. There are may works on the
challenges posed by MANET, they mainly address the secu-
rity and performance issues [12]. Further works are planed
to mechanically assist, even partially, the derivation of the
specific models in order to make it easy the update of the
reference model and the other specific ones, according to
the feedback from the analysis of the models.
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